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a b s t r a c t

The performance of columns packed with the new 2.6 �m Kinetex-C18 shell particles was investigated
in gradient elution chromatography and compared with those of the 2.7 �m Halo-C18 shell particles and
the 1.7 �m BEH-C18 totally porous particles. The peak capacities Pc of these columns were derived from
the resolution of the components of a peptide mixture (ˇ-Lactoglobulin digest) and of a mixture of two
biomolecules (insulin and lyzozyme).The three columns exhibit the same peak capacities for the peptides
at low linear velocity (u0 < 0.05 cm/s) and at any gradient steepness (0.8 < G < 10). When the linear
velocity is increased 10-fold, the peak capacity of the Kinetex column remains nearly unchanged while
those of the Halo-C18 and the BEH-C18 columns decrease by 20%, approximately. This result confirms the
very flat HETP curve, the very low C term of the Kinetex column and its ability to successfully operate
at high flow rates while experiencing less efficiency loss than other columns. Despite its smaller average
mesopore size (96 Å versus 130 Å), the column packed with 2.6 �m shell Kinetex-C18 particles gives an
alo-C18

EH-C18

-Lactoglobulin
rotein digest
radykinin

equivalent or even slightly better separation of biomolecules having a size and a mass around 40 Å and
15 kDa, respectively, than the column packed with 1.7 �m BEH-C18 totally porous particles. This result
demonstrates the advantages of the shell versus the conventional particle technology when it comes to
resolve mixtures of large and slow diffusive biomolecules.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
nsulin
yzozyme
cetonitrile

. Introduction

The rapid evolution of packed column technology over the last
0 years was marked by the successive appearance of the silica
onolithic rods [1–3], the sub-2 �m particles [4,5], and the shell

articles [6–9]. Currently, efficiencies of more than 100,000 plates
er meter can consistently be achieved by monolithic columns [10]
hile efficiencies of at least 300,000 plates per meter are read-

ly achieved with columns packed with sub-2 �m particles, with
nly a small efficiency loss due to heat friction and to the for-
ation of radial temperature gradient when these columns are

perated under nearly adiabatic conditions [11]. In both cases and
or different reasons (the extremely high permeability of mono-
ithic columns and the small hold-up volume of sub-2 �m particle
acked columns), analysis times were reduced by nearly an order

f magnitude compared to those achieved with columns packed
ith conventional 5 �m particles, which dominated the field one
ecade ago. Nevertheless, serious difficulties remain. The accep-
ance by the analyst community of columns packed of sub-2 �m

∗ Corresponding author. Fax: +1 865 974 2667.
E-mail address: guiochon@utk.edu (G. Guiochon).

021-9673/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.chroma.2010.01.008
particles is hampered by the heavy cost required to switch from
conventional HPLC systems (which can operate at a maximum inlet
pressure of 400 bar) to chromatographs of the new generation that
are able to operate at inlet pressures up to 1200 bar. Conversely,
the efficiency of the monolithic columns that are now available
is low, due to their radial heterogeneity. Progress would require
either improved column manufacturing or the development of a
dedicated injection procedure placing the sample at the very center
of the monolithic rod, where its bed is homogeneous [10]. However,
such improvements come but slowly.

In order to overcome the limitations of the sub-2 �m particles
and of monolithic silica rods, some manufacturers have focused
on the development of very efficient columns that could supply
separations exhibiting minimum plate heights around 3 �m (i.e.,
efficiencies in excess of 300,000 plates per meter) with a specific
permeability comparable to that of columns packed with 3 �m
particles (k0 � 9 × 10−11 cm2). These columns would deliver
analyses comparable to those achieved with the best columns

packed with sub-2 �m particles but could be operated with the
same instruments as those used for conventional columns. At
the same time, these manufacturers propose adjustments of
the injection/connector/detection systems of conventional HPLC
instruments that would minimize the contributions to band

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00219673
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/chroma
mailto:guiochon@utk.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chroma.2010.01.008
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roadening due to the extra-column volumes of the instruments.
hese contributions that have negligible influence on the effective
fficiency of conventional columns cause an excessive decrease
f the intrinsic performance of highly efficient columns [12].
his last aspect of column technology is suddenly becoming very
mportant because the ability of using the most advanced columns
n conventional instruments permits large savings.

To keep the column back-pressures moderate (i.e., below
00 bar) and still operate columns at velocities significantly larger
han the optimum velocity for maximum column efficiency, the
article size should range between 2.5 and 3.0 �m [7]. In order
o improve the column efficiency, researchers have focused on
he development of either shell or superficially porous particles.
n theory, decreasing the thickness of the porous layer of porous

aterial should cause a decrease of the C term in the van Deemter
lot, because the length along which molecules should diffuse
ecreases [13]. First, Advanced Material Technology, ended up
ith the 2.7 �m superficially porous or shell Halo-C18 particles

6,7,14–17]. This exceptionally performing material was made of
.7 �m solid silica core covered by a 0.5 �m porous silica shell. It
rovided minimum reduced HETPs of ca. 1.4±0.17 for low molecu-

ar weight compounds [18], a significant improvement in packed
olumn technology since the minimum reduced HETP of totally
orous particle is usually of the order of 2.2. More recently, Phe-
omenex developed columns packed with a new type of shell
article (2.6 �m Kinetex particles) that are made of a 1.9 �m solid
ilica core and a 0.35 �m thick layer of porous silica. The lowest
alue of the reduced HETP measured on this column was only 1.15
0.14 for the low molecular weight anthracene in pure acetoni-

rile [12], an unprecedented record in HPLC column technology.
ost strikingly, the C term or overall coefficient of mass transfer

esistance between mobile and stationary phases measured for a
inetex-C18 column for compounds having low diffusion coeffi-
ients, like insulin and lyzozyme, was nearly eight times smaller
han for the Halo-C18 column. No definitive reason has yet been sug-
ested to explain such a large difference between the performance
f columns packed with these two particles, except the difference
n the roughness of the external surface and the porosity of the shell
f these two particles.

Besides their structure, made of a shell around a solid core parti-
le, the interesting feature of these superficially porous particles is
heir extremely narrow size distribution (PSD). Their d90/10 size
atio is typically 1.13 ± 0.02 [12] while it is usually within the
ange between 1.5 and 2.0 for conventional totally porous parti-
les. This characteristic feature of shell particles was unexpected;
t is not understood why building porous shells would eventually
ead to extremely narrow PSDs, unless the production process of
olid core particles leads readily to a narrow PSD. It is suspected
hat this narrow PSD is the key for their success at separating small

olecules [6,7,14], although the rational behind this assertion is
nclear. It is inconsistent with previous experimental results [19].
arta and Bauer [20] calculated elution profiles for columns hav-

ng beds made of particles of the same average size but different
ize distributions. They showed that, if the distribution was sym-
etrical, its variance had little influence on the profile. Strongly

kewed distributions only may affect elution profiles. Recent mea-
urements have shown that columns packed with shell particles
re not more radially homogeneous than those packed with tra-
itional totally porous particles [21]. This suggests that the higher
erformance of columns packed with shell particles does not result
rom a decrease of their transcolumn structure heterogeneity. The

xceptionally low reduced HETPs measured with shell particles
eems to be better explained by a diminution of their short-range
nterchannel velocity biases, biases that take place over average dis-
ances of one particle diameter [12]. Additional measurements of
he transcolumn velocity biases in the Kinetex column are needed
r. A 1217 (2010) 1604–1615 1605

in order to assess its contribution to the eddy dispersion term in
the Kinetex column.

The goal of this work is a further characterization of the kinetic
performance of columns packed with Kinetex-C18 shell particles,
in the gradient elution mode. For a sake of a comparison with some
of the best performing conventional columns available, we mea-
sured and compared the peak capacities for mixtures of peptides
and proteins of three high performance columns: (1) a 100 mm ×
4.6 mm column packed with 2.6 �m Kinetex-C18 shell particles; (2)
a 150 mm × 4.6 mm column packed with 2.7 �m Halo-C18 particles;
and (3) a 100 mm × 3.0 mm column packed with 1.7 �m BEH-C18.
The peak capacities were measured with the same samples on each
column, at constant chromatographic linear velocity and intrin-
sic gradient steepness, in order to generate comparable retention
windows for the least and the most retained compounds. A model
accounting for the compression factor in gradient elution is used
to predict the experimental peak capacity and serve as a reference
for the comparison between the performance of the three columns
[22,23].

2. Theory

2.1. Theoretical peak capacity

The definition and the general expression of the peak capacity
Pc in chromatography, assuming a resolution of unity between the
successively eluted peaks is written [24]:

Pc = 1 +
∫ tF

tI

1
4�
dt (1)

where tI is the retention time of the first eluted peak (usually that
of a non-retained compound), tF is the retention time of the last
eluted peak, dt is a dummy time variable, and� is the time standard
deviation of a peak.

In this work, we assume that the plate height H of the column
remains independent of the mobile phase composition. Accord-
ingly, the time band variance � of an eluted peak is [25]:

�2 = G2
12HL

(
1 + k′

E

u0

)2

(2)

where u0 is the chromatographic linear chromatographic velocity
(related to the hold-up time t0), k′

E is the retention factor of the sam-
ple at the column outlet, L is the column length, and G2

12 is the band
compression factor. With the linear solvent strength (LSS) retention
model and for linear, non-retained, and non-distorted gradients,
the band compression factor was derived by Poppe et al. [26]:

G2
12 = 1 + p+ (1/3)p2

(1 + p)2
(3)

where p is defined as [26]:

p = S�ϕ
tg
t0

k′
0

1 + k′
0

= G k′
0

1 + k′
0

(4)

where�ϕ is the change in solvent composition during the gradient,
tg is the gradient run time (withˇ =�ϕ/tg the gradient slope), t0 is
the column hold-up time, S is the slope of the relationship between
the natural logarithm of the retention factor measured under iso-
cratic conditions and the organic solvent concentration in the case
of the LSS model, k′

0 is the retention factor of the compound at
the beginning of the gradient, and G = Sˇt0 is the intrinsic gradient

steepness [27]. The LSS model is written [27]:

ln k′ = ln k′
0 − S(ϕ − ϕ0) (5)

where ϕ0 is the volumetric fraction of the strong eluent at the
beginning of the gradient.
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For linear, non-retained, and non-distorted gradients, we can
alculate exactly the mobile phase composition ϕ(t, z) at any time
and any position z inside the column:

(t, z) = ϕ0 + ˇ
(
t − z

u0

)
(6)

In Eq. (1), the dummy variable t can be changed to the dimen-
ionless variable k as [24]:

= t − t0
t0

= u0t

L
− 1 (7)

The variable k is similar to a retention factor and can be derived
rom the elution time t of a compound. Note that k has nothing to
o with the actual retention factor of the same compound at the
olumn outlet, k′

E . Differentiating Eq. (7) gives:

t = L

u0
dk (8)

The dummy variable k can be expressed as a function of the
ntrinsic gradient steepness G and the initial retention factor k′

0
rom the expression of the elution time t of a compound in linear
radient elution, assuming a LSS retention model and a linear, non-
etained, and non-distorted gradient. Accordingly, k is written [27]:

= t − t0
t0

= 1
G

ln
(

1 + Gk′
0

)
(9)

Eq. (9) provides a direct relationship between the initial reten-
ion factor k′

0, the dummy variable k, and the intrinsic gradient
teepness G:

′
0 = 1

G

(
eGk − 1

)
(10)

Note that, in this model, we assumed constant the intrinsic gra-
ient steepness G. Substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (4) provides an
xplicit relationship between the band compression parameter p
nd the variable k:

= G eGk − 1
G + eGk − 1

(11)

The retention factor at the column outlet k′
E is obtained from

qs. (5), (6), and (9) at z = L and at the time t corresponding to the
lution of the peak. Accordingly,

′
E = k′

0
1 + Gk′

0
(12)

Combining Eqs. (10) and (12), gives the following explicit rela-
ionship between k′

E and k:

′
E = 1

G

eGk − 1
eGk

(13)

Finally, after integration and simplification, Eq. (1) and the the-
retical peak capacity become

c = 1 + 1
4

√
3L
ωH

ln

[
2ωeGkF + G2 − 6 + 
G(2

√
3ω + 3G + 6)

]
(14)

here

= G2 + 3G + 3 (15)

= 2
√
ω

[
(G2 − 6)eGkF +ωe2GkF + G2 − 3G + 3

]
(16)

t − t 1 ( )

F = F 0

t0
=
G8

ln 1 + G8k
′
0,8 (17)

In Eq. (17), G8 = S8ˇt0 and k′
0,8 are the intrinsic gradient steep-

ess and retention factor at the beginning of the gradient, measured
f the last eluted compound (peak labeled as #8 in Figs. 2–4). These
r. A 1217 (2010) 1604–1615

parameters are directly measured from the elution times of this
compound for three different gradient slopes ˇ.

The theoretical peak capacity (Eq. (14)) is an explicit function
of the width of the retention window (kF ), assuming that the col-
umn HETP H remains constant, is the same for all components and
all mobile phase compositions, all column lengths L, and all intrin-
sic gradient steepness G. Rigorously, G depends on the parameter
S which a priori differs from one peptide to another and from one
column to another. For instance, we measured values of 28 and 25
for the S parameter of the peak labeled #6, values of 33 and 29 for
bradykinin, of 66 and 67 for insulin, and of 100 and 89 for lyzozyme
on the Kinetex and the BEH columns, respectively. It seems that the
values of the S parameters are at most + 15% larger for the shell
particles than for the fully porous ones. At constant H (column
efficiency), constant L (column length) and constant kF (gradient
window), Eq. (14) predicts a increase of the peak capacity from 2 to
7% as G increases by 15% within the range of G =1–9. In the same
time, decreasing H by 15% results in an increase of the peak capac-
ity of 9%. Since the S values are slightly larger with the Kinetex
column than with the BEH column, the experimental peak capac-
ity of the BEH column should be increased from 2 to 7% to get a
fair comparison. Similar remarks can be made for differences in
column lengths. For instance, increasing the column length from
10 to 15 cm and keeping everything else constant, would lead to an
increase of the peak capacity of 6% forG =1.25, and a decrease of the
peak capacity of −4% and −10% for G =3.8 and 11.4, respectively. In
conclusion, the effect of the column length is not straightforward
nor very important in gradient elution chromatography.

For the sake of simplicity, we assumed a constant value of S for
the derivation of equation Eq. (14). This assumption, which makes
the calculations possible, is reasonable when the size and the con-
centration distributions of the sample components are as narrow
as they are for protein digests [28]. Accordingly, for each column, S
was taken as the arithmetic average of the Si values measured for
the three selected peptides, which are eluted at the beginning, in
the center, and at the end of the retention window (peaks labeled
2, 6, and 8 in Figs. 2–4). The Si values were estimated by minimizing
the distance between the experimental elution time of each peak
for three known gradient slopes ˇ and the theoretical ones assum-
ing Eq. (9). Finally, the agreement between experimental (see next
section) and theoretical peak capacities allows the derivation of
an estimate of a constant H for each column, which will serve as
an indicator of the column performance in gradient elution. This
value of H will be compared to the average particle diameter dp.
The smaller the ratio H/dp, the better the column performance in
gradient elution.

2.2. Experimental peak capacity

The experimental peak capacity was estimated according to
[24]:

P = 1 + tN − t1

(1/N)
i=N∑
i=1

ωi

(18)

where tN and t1 are the gradient elution times of the most and less
retained peak, respectively, N is the number of peaks selected for
the calculation, and ωi is the baseline peakwidth of the ith selected
peak. ωi was measured as follows [29]:
ωi =
2(t1/2,r,i − t1/2,f,i)√

1.38629
(19)

where t1/2,r,i and t1/2,f,i are the experimental elution times of the
rear and front parts of the peak measured at half its height.
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The selection of the peaks was only based on their heights, in
rder to minimize the errors made in the measurement of their
idths. So, it is possible that changing the gradient steepness could

nduce some changes in the elution order of these peaks. However,
he evolution of the widths of the peaks of the eight selected com-
ounds from one gradient steepness to the other remains parallel,
eaning that the probability of peak misidentification from one

radient steepness to another is small.

. Experimental

.1. Chemicals

The mobile phase used in this work was made of a mixture of
ater, acetonitrile, and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). Dichloromethane
�CH2Cl2 =1.306 g/cm3) and isopropanol (�iPrOH=0.782 g/cm3) were
sed in small amounts, to measure the hold-up times t0 of the
olumns by pycnometry. All solvents were HPLC grade from
isher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ, USA). The mobile phase was
ltered before use on a surfactant-free cellulose acetate filter
embrane, 0.2 �m pore size (Suwannee, GA, USA). Thiourea, tri-

uoro acetic acid, and lyzozyme were purchased from Aldrich
Milwaukee, WI, USA). bradykinin was from American Peptides
ompany Inc. (Sunnyvale, CA). Insulin was a generous gift from
li Lilly (Indianapolis, IN, USA). The ˇ-lactoglobulin protein digest
as obtained from an in-solution digestion protocol detailed in

30].

.2. Columns

The new Kinetex-C18 column (100 mm ×4.6 mm) was a gen-
rous gift from the column manufacturer (Phenomenex, Torrance,
A, USA). The Halo-C18 column (150 mm ×4.6 mm) was purchased

rom Advanced Material Technology (Wilmington, DE, USA). The
EH-C18 column (100 mm × 3.0 mm) was a gift from Waters (Mil-

ord, MA, USA). The main characteristics of the bare porous silica
nd those of the final derivatized packing material are summarized
n Table 1.

able 1
hysico-chemical properties of the Kinetex-C18, BEH-C18, and Halo-C18 columns given by

Neat silica Halo

Particle size (�m) 2.7
� = Ri/Re 0.63
Pore diameter (Å) 90
Surface area (m2/g) 127
Particle size distribution (d90−10%) 1.14

Halo-C18

Bonded phase analysis
Total carbon (%) 7.5
Surface coverage (�mol/m2) 4.0 (C18 + endcapping agent)
Endcapping Yes

Packed columns analysis
Lot number/serial number AH092221/USFH002149
Dimension (mm × mm) 4.6 × 150
External porosity a 0.391
Total porosity b 0.532
Particle porosity 0.232
Shell porosity 0.309
Average particle size c (Kc = 180) 2.70
Specific permeability, k0

c (cm2) 6.53 × 10−11

a Measured by Inverse Size Exclusion Chromatography (polystyrene standards).
b Measured by pycnometry (iPrOH-CH2Cl2).
c Measured from the column back pressure data corrected for extra-column contributi
. Guiochon, Performance of new prototype packed columns for very-high pressure liqui
r. A 1217 (2010) 1604–1615 1607

3.3. Apparatus

The gradient elution data were acquired with an Acquity UPLC
(Waters, Milford, MA, USA) liquid chromatograph. This instrument
includes a quaternary solvent delivery system, an auto-sampler
with a nominal 5 �L sample loop, actually calibrated at 7.1 �L by
the instrument calibration measurement. The injection volume was
set at 5 �L with partial loop with needle overfill as the sample
loop option. The instrument is also equipped with a monochro-
matic UV detector (0.5 �L, sampling rate set at 40 Hz), a column
oven, and a data station running the Empower data software from
Waters. From the exit of the Rheodyne injection valve to the col-
umn inlet and from the column outlet to the detector cell, the total
extra-column volume of the instrument is 15.6 �L, measured as
the apparent hold-up volume of a zero-volume union connector in
place of the column.

The contribution of the injection/connecting tubes/detection
system to the peak variance is 8 �L2 when injecting a 5 �L sam-
ple at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min [12]. In gradient elution mode,
due to the sample concentration that takes place at the inlet of the
column (most components have large k′

0 values), only the contribu-
tion of the detector and the connecting tube between the column
outlet and the detector cell contribute to broaden the peak width.
This contribution to the peak variance is smaller than 1 �L2 at a
flow rate of 2 mL/min [23]. The smallest recorded peak variances
at 2 mL/min are 21 �L2 for a peptide of the ˇ-lactoglobulin digest,
22 �L2 for insulin, and 52 �L2 for lyzozyme. The contribution of the
extra-column volumes to the peak variance in gradient elution is
thus negligible (<5%).

In order to connect correctly the Halo and the Kinetex columns
to the column stabilizer of the Acquity instrument, an additional
inlet capillary tube of negligible volume (1.2 �L) and a Acquity
union connector were used. The BEH column fits directly to the
ferrule and the golden nut at the end of the column stabilizer.

A time offset of 0.71 s was measured after the zero injection

time was recorded. The maximum flow rate and pressure that can
be applied during an acquisition run are 2.0 mL/min and 732 bar,
respectively. The flow rate accuracy was determined by directly
pumping the pure mobile phase at 22 ◦C and 1 mL/min during
50 min into a volumetric flask of 50 mL. The relative error was less

the manufacturer and measured in our laboratory a, b, c.

Kinetex [12] BEH

2.5 1.7
0.73 0

96 130
100 185

1.12 1.59

Kinetex-C18 BEH-C18

6 18
2.7 (C18 only) 3.10
Yes Yes

5569-76/496449 01672902130F03
4.6 × 100 3.0 × 100
0.372 0.381
0.542 0.654
0.271 0.436
0.444 0.436 (totally porous)
2.48 1.86
4.46 × 10−11 2.77 × 10−11

ons and the Kozeny–Carman equation (Kc = 180) from Ref. [12] and from F. Gritti,
d chromatography, J. Chromatogr. A, in press.
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Table 2
Experimental flow rates Fv , gradient times tg , and intrinsic gradient steepnesses G(S∼28) applied on the Kinetex, Halo, and BEH columns for the analysis of the protein digest
(ˇ-lactoglobulin). The increase in the concentration of acetonitrile is maintained constant at �ϕ = 0.40 from ϕ = 0.05 to 0.45. Hpeptides is the average column plate height
which allows matching experimental and theoretical peak capacities (Eq. (14)).

Column Fv (mL/min) u0 (cm/s) tg (min) G = Sˇt0peptides Hpeptides (�m) Hpeptides/dp

0.200 0.037 63.0 0.84 8.4 3.2
21.0 2.53 10.2 3.9

7.0 7.58 11.7 4.5
Kinetex-C18 100 mm × 4.6 mm 1.000 0.185 12.6 0.84 7.0 2.7

4.2 2.53 8.7 3.3
1.4 7.58 10.0 3.8

2.000 0.370 6.3 0.84 8.1 3.1
2.1 2.53 10.0 3.8
0.7 7.58 11.4 4.4

0.196 0.037 63.0 1.07 7.2 2.7
21.0 3.22 8.2 3.0

7.0 9.67 11.4 4.2
Halo-C18 150 mm × 4.6 mm 0.982 0.185 12.6 1.07 6.6 2.4

4.2 3.22 8.3 3.1
1.4 9.65 15.4 5.7

1.963 0.370 6.3 1.07 8.5 3.1
2.1 3.22 10.1 3.7
0.7 9.65 17.4 6.4

0.103 0.037 63.0 0.80 8.4 4.9
21.0 2.40 11.2 6.6

7.0 7.21 13.3 7.8
BEH-C18 100 mm × 3.0 mm 0.513 0.185 12.6 0.80 8.8 5.2

4.2 2.40 12.5 7.4
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1.026 0.370

han 0.4% (HP1090) and 0.2% (Acquity UPLC), so we estimate the
ong-term accuracy of the flow-rate at 4 �L/min and slightly better
t flow rates around 1 mL/min. The laboratory temperature was
ontrolled by an air conditioning system set at 295 K. The daily
ariation of the ambient temperature never exceeded ±1 ◦C.

.4. Gradient elution experiments

The protein digest (5 �L injection) was eluted under gradi-
nt conditions at three different chromatographic linear velocities
u0 = L/t0 = 0.037, 0.185, and 0.370 cm/s) for each column. The
olume fractions of acetonitrile at the beginning and at the end
f the gradient were set constant at 5 and 45%, respectively
�ϕ=0.40). The concentrations of each component of the sample
ere unknown. For each linear velocity, three different gradient

imes tg were applied in order to allow a direct comparison of the
eak capacity Pc between the three columns at constant gradient
nalysis time. The chromatograms were recorded at a wavelength
f 205 nm. This comparison is very practical for analysts. However,
e need to keep in mind that the intrinsic gradient steepness G

s 1.5 times larger on the Halo column than on either the Kine-
ex or the BEH columns because the length of the Halo column is
.5 times that of the other two columns. In the following discus-
ion, according to Eq. (14), we discuss the corrections made to the
xperimental peak capacity of the Halo column in order to compare
he performance of the three columns at the same gradient steep-
ess. However, as explained in the Theory Section, it is difficult to
ompare different brands of columns for strictly the same gradient
teepness because the retention parameter S, hence the retention
attern is likely to vary from one column to the next. Overall, the
elative difference in S values is no more than 15% for all the com-

ounds studied in this work and the impact of the variations of S
n the peak capacity is less than 7%. In conclusion, any difference in
he experimental peak capacity larger than 10% from one column
o the next can be considered as significant. Table 2 summarizes
he experimental flow rates and gradient times. The corresponding
1.4 7.21 16.5 9.7
6.3 0.80 13.6 8.0
2.1 2.40 19.3 11.4
0.7 7.21 20.5 12.1

values of the intrinsic gradient steepnesses G are also provided in
Table 2.

Similar experimental conditions were applied for the gradi-
ent elution of the mixture of thiourea, bradykynin, insulin, and
lyzozyme. The sample concentrations were 0.2 g/L for both insulin
and lyzozyme. The volume fractions of acetonitrile at the begin-
ning and at the end of gradient were set at 10 and 45%, respectively
(�ϕ=0.35). Two complementary experimental chromatographic
linear velocities were added (u0=0.0925 and 0.2775 cm/s).

3.5. Measurement of the peak capacity

The experimental determination was based on the measure-
ment of the peak widths of eight different peptides dispersed across
the gradient retention window. The peak width was taken as four
times the standard deviation � of each measurable gaussian peak
with respect to Eq. (1). For the sake of the accuracy and preci-
sion of the measurements of the peak capacities, the eight peaks
were selected as having the highest heights. Figs. 2–4 show their
respective position in the retention window.

4. Results and discussion

We first discuss and compare the performance of the Kinetex-
C18, Halo-C18, and BEH-C18 columns with respect to their resolution
power of the ˇ-lactoglobulin (mass 18.4 kDa) digest. This sample
contains at least 150 peptide residues, based on a manual peak
count. In a second part, we focus on the capacity of these columns
to separate compounds with larger molecular size, such as globu-
lar proteins (5.8 kDa insulin and 13.4 kDa lyzozyme). In both parts,
we compare the experimental peak capacities measured on each

column. In this work, we deliberately compare the performance
of the columns at a constant linear velocity u0 and at a constant
width of their retention window, e.g. at constant gradient slope
ˇ =�ϕ/tg The retention window is the time elapsed from the elu-
tion of the first component to that of the last one. In addition, for
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Fig. 1. Peak capacity measured from the resolution of ˇ-lactoglobulin digest as
a function of the linear chromatographic velocity u0. Three column were tested:
100 mm × 4.6 mm 2.6 �m Kinetex shell particles (shell thickness 0.35�m), 150 mm
× 4.6 mm 2.7 �m Halo shell particles (shell thickness 0.50�m), and 100 mm ×
3.0 mm 1.7 �m BEH totally porous particles. Three chromatographic linear veloc-
ities u0 were applied: 0.037, 0.185, and 0.370 cm/s. Three gradient slopes ˇ/u0 were
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Fig. 2. Chromatograms obtained after the injection of 5�L of ˇ-lactoglobulin digest
in gradient elution. The concentration of acetonitrile at the beginning and at the end
of the gradient is equal to 5% and 45%, respectively. The flow rate was set so that the
linear velocityu0 was constant for all three columns at 0.037 cm/s. The gradient slope
is maintained constant at ˇ/u0=0.25 m−1. The numbers in each graph (1–8) locates
the eight selected peptides for the estimation of the experimental peak capacity from
Eq. (18). The retention window (t8 − t1) is about 40 min. T = 295 K. (A) 100 mm ×
et for each column and each linear velocity: 0.25, 0.75, and 2.25 m−1. The times
iven in minute are the retention windows or the difference between the elution
imes of the selected peptides 8 and 1 (see Fig. 2). Note the constancy of the peak
apacity of Kinetex as the flow rate in increased.

given column, the intrinsic gradient steepness G was kept con-
tant regardless of the flow rate, which allows to measure the sole
mpact of the flow rate on the quality of the gradient separation.

.1. Peak capacity for a complex mixture of peptides:
-lactoglobulin digest

A total of 3 × 3 × 3 = 27 chromatograms were recorded,
orresponding to three different linear velocities, three different
radient slopes, and three different columns. Fig. 1 collects all the
eak capacity data. The columns are represented by different sym-
ols (full stars: Kinetex-C18, empty circles: Halo-C18, and empty
riangles: BEH-C18). The times indicated in the graph indicate the
etention window of the gradient runs or duration between the
lution of the first (1) and last (8) selected peptides. The posi-
ions of these peptides are shown in Figs. 2–4, which report the
hromatograms recorded with the three columns at the slow-
st linear velocity u0=0.037 cm/s, for the three different gradient
lopes,ˇ/u0=0.25, 0.75, and 2.25 m−1 in Figs. 2A–C, 3A–C, and 4A–C,
espectively. The three gradient slopes are given on the right side
f the graph in Fig. 1.

In theory (see Eq. (14)), the peak capacity Pc of a given column
hould remain constant, independently of the linear velocity, pro-
ided that the intrinsic gradient steepness G and the plate height
ETP,H, remain constant. Because we deliberately maintained con-

tant the intrinsic gradient steepnessG, any significant deviation of
he peak capacity from an horizontal line should be due to the effect
f the linear velocity on the column plate height of the peptide
esidues. Actually, the experimental results suggest that the col-
mn HETP of the Kinetex and the Halo columns are maximum at an

ntermediate linear velocity, which is around 0.185 cm/s. The HETP
f the peptides is minimum in this range of linear chromatographic

elocities. Similar results are expected with small molecules and
hey should reflect the sole impact of the flow rate on the HETP
f the analytes. However, a different trend is observed for the
eak capacity of the BEH column, which decreases continuously
ith increasing linear velocity. This new phenomenon is possibly

4.6 mm 2.6 �m Kinetex-C18 column, (B) 150 mm × 4.6 mm 2.7 �m Halo-C18 column,
and (C) 100 mm × 3.0 mm 1.7 �m BEH-C18 column.
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ig. 3. Same as in Fig. 2 except the linear velocity was set at 0.185 cm/s. The retention
indow is about 8 min.

xplained by the heat friction effects outweighing the increase of
late height when the mobile phase velocity and the inlet pressure

ncrease. It could also be caused by a larger stagnant C term of the
EH column when increasing the linear velocity. Actually, at con-
tant u0, the column pressure drop of the sub-2 �m BEH column
s more than 1.5 times larger than that of the 2.6 �m Kinetex col-
mn, which has the same length, 10 cm. Table 1 reports the specific
ermeability k0 of these two columns, 2.77 × 10−11 cm2 (BEH) and

.46 × 10−11 cm2 (Kinetex), a ratio close to 1.6, in agreement with
he pressure drops measured.

In the last column of Table 2 are listed the calculated values of the
late height that would give a perfect match between experimental
Fig. 4. Same as in Fig. 2 except the linear velocity was set at 0.370 cm/s. The retention
window is about 4 min.

(Fig. 1) and theoretical (Eq. (14)) peak capacities. Although a single
H value has no real physical meaning because a large collection
of peptides is analyzed and the HETP depends on the mobile phase
composition [22,23], this number is a strong indicator of the column
performance. At constant intrinsic gradient steepness and column
length, the lowerH, the better the column performance in gradient

elution. Table 2 provides three important conclusions. We observe
first that H is minimum for an intermediate velocity for both the
Halo and the Kinetex columns (closer to the minimum HETP).
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Second, for all columns,H slightly increases with increasing gra-
ient steepness. Although fast gradients are desired to decrease
he analysis time, too steep gradient slopes affect negatively the

eak capacity. At any linear velocity and with G � 10, one cannot
chieve a peak capacity better than about 85–90% of the peak capac-
ty reached withG � 1, possibly because Eq. (14) could overestimate
he peak compression of peptides at high gradient steepness. Also,
t was shown experimentally that the optimum range of gradient

ig. 5. Same as in Fig. 2 except the linear velocity was set at 0.370 cm/s and the gra-
ient slope ˇ/u0 was maximum at 2.25 m−1. The retention window is about 0.4 min
24 s). Note the better peak capacity of Kinetex illustrated from the resolution of the
mallest peaks along the baseline.

Fig. 6. Comparison between the peak capacities measured from the peakwidth
of the protein insulin as a function of the linear velocity u0 on the 100 mm ×
4.6 mm 2.6 �m Kinetex-C18, 150 mm × 4.6 mm 2.7 �m Halo-C18, and 100 mm ×
3.0 mm 1.7 �m BEH-C18 columns. The retention window was measured as the dif-
ference between the elution times of the last eluted protein, lyzozyme, and that of
a small non-retained molecule, thiourea. Three gradient slopes ˇ

u0
were applied:

(A) 0.25 m−1, (B) 0.75 m−1, and (C) 2.25 m−1. In contrast to Fig. 1 (where the peak
bandwidth of peptides were measured), note the significant decrease of the peak
capacity as the flow rate in increased.
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Fig. 7. Same as in Fig. 6, except the peak capacities were measured from the peak-
width of the last eluted protein, lyzozyme. Note the comparable performances of
the 2.6 �m Kinetex-C18 shell particles and 1.7 �m BEH-C18 totally porous particles
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teepness is around 0.1 for peptides [17]. Our results are consis-
ent with this finding. Finally, despite being packed with smaller
articles, the BEH column exhibits H values which are compa-
able at low linear velocity and low gradient steepness to those
xhibited by the Halo and Kinetex columns. In contrast, H is sig-
ificantly larger at high velocities and high gradient steepness.
or instance, the peak capacity of the BEH column measured at
= 8.34, for u0 = 0.37 cm/s is only 75% of the peak capacity mea-

ured with the Kinetex column. We would rather have expected
he opposite behavior since small particles should provide lower
late heightH. A possible explanation could be due to the heat fric-
ion released at high flow rates. The heat power friction released
n the BEH column per volume unit is typically twice larger than
hat released in the Kinetex column [31]. However, because the
iameter of the BEH column is only 3.0 mm versus 4.6 mm for the
inetex column, the temperature difference between the center
nd the wall of these two columns may not be significantly dif-
erent. Only precise numerical calculations [32] will eventually
how the difference. This would require a large amount of data
uch as the axial temperature profile of the external tube and the
ffect of temperature and pressure on the density, viscosity, and
eat conductivity of the eluent. Still, heat effects are present and
ay cause significant apparent efficiency losses when a sub-2 �m

EH column is operated at high gradient speed and high gradient
teepness. At the highest linear velocity, the heat power friction is
f the order of 10 W/m, a value clearly larger than 4 W/m above
hich the columns start losing efficiency due to the formation of

adial temperature gradients [33,11]. Assuming a linear gradient,
LSS retention model, an ideal inlet flow distributor, an homo-

eneous packed bed structure, and a constant wall temperature
T = TW ), the difference between the retention factors expected at
he column outlet (z = L) between the column center and its wall
s approximately given by [22]:

�k′

k′ � GB ln 10
TC − TW
T2
W

(20)

here B is a constant that depends on the viscosity of the mobile
hase (B = 386 K for pure acetonitrile) and TC > TW is the temper-
ture at the column center, larger than the temperature of the wall
W , due to heat friction. Thus, we expect that the higher the intrinsic
radient steepness G, the larger the difference between the reten-
ion factors of any compound in the column center and close to
ts wall, hence the larger the loss of column efficiency. Note that
q. (20) accounts only for the radial distribution of both the com-
osition and the viscosity of the mobile phase across the column
iameter in linear gradient elution. It ignores the effect of the tem-
erature on the retention of the sample. The relative difference

n the retention factors taken in the center and at the wall of the
olumn given by Eq. (20) is then a minimum.

We also observe that the performance of the Halo column is sig-
ificantly lower than that of the Kinetex column for the fastest and
teepest gradients (−35%). The Halo column has a largerC term than
he Kinetex column, as was demonstrated earlier under isocratic
onditions [12]. This may well explain the differences observed
etween the performance of the two columns during the gradient
lution of a large collection of peptides. However, it is noteworthy
hat the gradient steepness G of the Halo column are experimen-
ally steeper that those of the Kinetex columns (see Table 2) because
hese two columns have different lengths, 15 and 10 cm, respec-
ively. So, the results may be biased and the performance difference

etween the two columns be overestimated. In order to avoid this
ias, we recalculated the theoretical peak capacities for an hypo-
hetical 10 cm long Halo column. Then, the gradient steepness is
he same for both columns. The calculations showed that decreas-
ng the column length from 15 to 10 cm lead to a 12% increase of

and the failure of the Halo column to elute properly lyzozyme (see Fig. 8).
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he peak capacity at G = 8.34. Accordingly, the performance of the
alo column at high flow rates and high gradient steepness reaches
5–80% of the performance of the Kinetex column.

In summary, the Halo-C18 and the BEH-C18 columns have sim-
lar performance while the Kinetex-C18 column yields separations

hich exhibit a peak capacity about 20% higher than those of
he other two columns at high gradient speeds. This conclusion
s illustrated in Fig. 5A–C which compares the separations of the
-lactoglobulin digest at a maximum linear velocity of 0.37 cm/s
nd at the steepest intrinsic gradient steepness of about 10. We
bserve that the peaks are homogeneously resolved across the gra-
ient window (0.4 min) with the Kinetex column (back pressure ca.
40 bar). In contrast, the Halo column cannot satisfactorily resolve
he most retained peptides, those that are the most hydrophobic
nd voluminous. The Halo column (back pressure ca. 580 bar) seems
o experience limitations regarding the mass transfer of large pep-

ides, as previously reported with the small protein insulin [12,34].
he resolution given by the BEH column (back pressure ca. 815 bar)
s homogeneous across the retention window but it is less than
hat afforded by the Kinetex column because the BEH column back
ressure is higher, frictional heating effects are more important and

able 3
xperimental flow rates, gradient times, and gradient steepnesses applied on the Kinetex
∼68) and lyzozyme (MW = 14,300 with S∼105). The increase in the concentration of ace
hich allows matching experimental and theoretical peak capacities (Eq. (14)).

Column Fv (mL/min) u0 (cm/s) tg (min) G = Sˇ
0.200 0.037 63.0 1.63

21.0 4.88
7.0 14.63

0.500 0.093 25.2 1.62
8.4 4.87
2.8 14.61

Kinetex-C18 100 mm × 4.6 mm 1.000 0.185 12.6 1.62
4.2 4.87
1.4 14.60

1.500 0.278 8.4 1.63
2.8 4.88
0.9 14.64

2.000 0.370 6.3 1.63
2.1 4.89
0.7 14.67

0.196 0.037 63.0 2.72
21.0 8.17

7.0 24.50
0.491 0.093 25.2 2.73

8.4 8.19
2.8 24.58

Halo-C18 150 mm × 4.6 mm 0.982 0.185 12.6 2.74
4.2 8.21
1.4 24.62

1.472 0.278 8.4 2.74
2.8 8.21
0.9 24.62

1.963 0.370 6.3 2.72
2.1 8.17
0.7 24.50

0.103 0.037 63.0 1.68
21.0 5.04

7.0 15.13
0.257 0.093 12.6 1.68

4.2 5.03
1.4 15.08

BEH-C18 100 mm × 3.0 mm 0.513 0.185 6.3 1.68
2.1 5.03
0.7 15.08

0.770 0.278 63.0 1.66
21.0 4.99

7.0 14.97
1.026 0.370 12.6 1.66

4.2 4.97
1.4 14.90
r. A 1217 (2010) 1604–1615 1613

decrease the column efficiency, especially at high gradient steep-
ness (see Eq. (20)).

4.2. Peak capacity for a mixture of two proteins: insulin and
lyzozyme

In this series of experiment, five different linear velocities were
applied (0.037, 0.093, 0.185, 0.28, and 0.370 cm/s). Two different
peak capacities were measured, one based on the peak width of
insulin, the other on that of lysozyme. In both cases, the retention
window was taken as the difference between the elution times of
lysozyme and thiourea. The results are shown in Fig. 6 (peak capac-
ity based on the peak width of insulin) and in Fig. 7 (peak capacity
based on the peak width of lysozyme).

In contrast to what was observed with the peptide mixture stud-
ied in the previous section, the peak capacities decrease clearly with

increasing linear velocity. Despite the constancy of the intrinsic gra-
dient steepness from one flow rate to the next, all three columns
are losing about 50% of their initial peak capacity as the flow rate
is increased 10-fold. This loss of peak capacity is directly related
to the increase of the HETP of the proteins with increasing linear

, Halo, and BEH columns for the analysis of the proteins insulin (MW = 5800 with
tonitrile is maintained constant at�ϕ = 0.40.H is the average column plate height

t0Insulin HInsulin (�m) G = Sˇt0Lyzozyme HLyzozyme (�m) HLyzozyme/dp

4.3 2.46 19.0 7.3
3.5 7.37 9.9 3.8
2.3 22.11 4.3 1.7
6.9 2.43 30.7 11.8
5.5 7.30 18.0 6.9
3.5 21.90 7.5 2.9
8.9 2.45 46.6 17.9
7.5 7.35 26.4 10.2
4.1 22.06 10.9 4.2

14.7 2.42 64.9 25.0
13.7 7.27 37.8 14.5

5.1 21.81 14.2 5.5
16.8 2.41 79.3 30.5
11.7 7.23 41.1 15.8

6.8 21.69 16.3 6.3

18.7 n.a. n.a. n.a.
10.7 n.a. n.a. n.a.

4.4 n.a. n.a. n.a.
30.8 5.16 2102 778.5
21.7 15.48 714 264.4

8.6 46.44 33 12.2

54.7 5.10 2016 746.7
34.7 15.30 546 202.2
14.9 45.91 608 225.2
72.2 5.19 1944 720.0
47.3 15.58 520 192.6
24.0 46.73 49 18.1
91.7 5.28 1799 666.3
55.4 15.84 356 131.9
23.7 47.51 29 10.7

4.7 2.20 16.3 9.6
5.8 6.59 12.0 7.1
3.7 19.78 5.6 3.3
7.7 2.18 27.8 16.4
7.2 6.53 15.6 9.2
4.8 19.58 7.0 4.1

12.8 2.16 43.7 25.7
11.7 6.47 32.2 18.9
10.1 19.41 14.4 8.5
16.8 2.11 66.6 39.2
16.4 6.33 43.8 25.8
14.6 19.00 21.5 12.6
21.4 2.09 87.1 51.2
26.4 6.28 54.4 32.0
19.9 18.85 25.7 15.1
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for the gradient elution separation of proteins are significantly
lower than those observed on either of the other two columns The
peak capacities decrease by about 50% for insulin and still more
for lyzozyme. The very poor peak shape of lyzozyme could pos-
sibly be due to the combination of some secondary interactions

Fig. 8. Chromatograms obtained after the injection of 5 �L of a mixture of thiourea
(non-retained marker), bradykinin (0.09 g/L), insulin (0.27 g/L), and lyzozyme
(0.26 g/L) in gradient elution. The concentration of acetonitrile at the beginning and
614 F. Gritti, G. Guiochon / J. Chro

elocity, due to their relatively slow diffusion from the stream of
luent percolating the bed to the eluent stagnant in the porous sta-
ionary phase and through these particles. According to Eq. (14), H
ncreases approximately four times when u0 increases from 0.037
o 0.370 cm/s. Table 3 lists the H values that allow matching the
xperimental and theoretical peak capacities for different veloci-
ies. A similar behavior was not observed with the peptide mixture
ecause the HETP for peptides is barely affected by an increase of
he linear velocity [12].

An interesting finding is that the HETP of insulin and lysozyme
ystematically decreases with increasing intrinsic gradient steep-
ess at constant linear velocity. It decreases with insulin by about
0, 70, and 20% on the Kinetex, the Halo, and the BEH columns,
espectively. This decrease is more important for lyzozyme, 80
nd 70% on the Kinetex and the BEH columns, respectively. This
ehavior is the opposite of what is observed with the peptides
f the ˇ-lactoglobulin digest, in which case H increases by about
0, 100, and 60% for these same three columns, respectively. This
eans that, when the intrinsic gradient steepness increases, the

and compression factors of the peptides and the proteins are over-
stimated and underestimated, respectively. These compression
actors were derived using the approach of Poppe et al. [26] and
q. (3) that was introduced in the model of peak capacity of Eq.
14). A more general expression of the peak compression factor of
roteins is needed. Its development requires the measurement of
he retention factors and column plate heights at various mobile
hase compositions under isocratic conditions [23].

The Kinetex and BEH columns behave similarly, despite the fact
hat the average mesopore size of the BEH particles (130 Å) is signif-
cantly larger than that of the Kinetex particles (96 Å). This proves
hat the mass transfer of insulin and lyzozyme through the 0.35 �m
orous shell of the Kinetex particles is about as fast as that through
he totally porous 1.7 �m BEH particles. This rapid mass transfer
f proteins through the porous shell of the Kinetex particles is cer-
ainly due to (1) the reduced average path length across the porous

edium, which speeds up diffusion and reduces the duration of
he mass transfer by a factor 2.3 by respect to that needed in a
otally porous particles [13]; and (2) the ordered structure of the
orous shell that is made of 10 successive thin layers of fine silica
articles [12]. In theory, assuming the same sample diffusivity coef-
cient through both the Kinetex porous shell and the BEH porous
articles, one would expect that the ratio of their C terms be of
he order ofCKinetex/CBEH = d2

p,Kinetex
/2.3d2

p,BEH = 2.62/2.3 × 1.72 =
.02 [12,13]. In addition, the average pore size of the BEH particles

s larger than that of the Kinetex particles and their internal poros-
ty �p are comparable (0.436 versus 0.444) so we might reasonably
ave expected a larger sample diffusivity through the BEH particles.
ccording to the Renkin equation, we can estimate the hindrance
iffusion factor of the proteins as follows:

(	m) = (1 − 	m)2(1 − 2.1044	2
m + 2.089	3

m − 0.948	5
m) (21)

here 	m is the ratio of the molecular size of the protein to the
verage mesopore size of the porous shell. The sizes of insulin and
yzozyme are 32 and 42 Å, respectively [35]. After C18 derivatiza-
ion of the silica surface, and for a surface coverage of 3 �mol/m2,
he decrease in average pore size is close to 20% [36]. Accord-
ngly, the hindrance diffusion factors F(	m) are 1.6 (insulin) and
.0 (lyzozyme) times larger within the BEH porous particles than
hrough the porous shell of the Kinetex particles. Actually, accord-

ng to the values of H given in Table 3, the Kinetex column is not
ess efficient than the BEH column under gradient conditions. This
xplains why the C term of the Kinetex particles is so low, as was
reviously observed under isocratic conditions for both insulin and

yzozyme [12].
r. A 1217 (2010) 1604–1615

Strikingly, the peak capacities measured with the Halo column
at the end of the gradient is equal to 10% and 45%, respectively. The flow rate was
set so that the linear velocity u0 was constant for all three columns at 0.185 cm/s.
The gradient slope is maintained constant at ˇ/u0 = 0.75 m−1. The retention win-
dow (tLyzozyme − tThiourea) is about 4.5 min. T = 295 K. (A) 100 mm × 4.6 mm 2.6 �m
Kinetex-C18 column, (B) 150 mm × 4.6 mm 2.7 �m Halo-C18 column, and (C) 100 mm
× 3.0 mm 1.7 �m BEH-C18 column.
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ith the Halo particles, a large stagnant C term, and a strong diffu-
ion hindrance in the Halo shells. Yet, there is no definitive answer
n the literature. The manufacturer of Halo particles has always

arned analysts of this limitation. Our model suggests that the
atio of the C terms of the Halo and the Kinetex columns parti-
les should be CHalo/CKinetex = 2.3 × d2

p,Halo
/1.7 × d2

p,Kinetex
= 2.3 ×

.72/1.7 × 2.62 = 1.46. However, Table 2 shows that, for insulin,
he best HETP values estimated for the Halo column are 3–5 times
arger than those obtained with the Kinetex column. Fig. 8 com-
ares the performance of the Kinetex, the Halo, and the BEH column
t the same linear velocity,u0=0.185 cm/s and for the same gradient
lope ˇ/u0 = 0.75 m−1. In the case of lyzozyme, the Halo column
ehaves so poorly that a comparison between the two columns
oes not make much sense. For reasons not yet clearly understood,
he mass transfer of proteins with molecular masses larger than
a. 5 kDa is surprisingly slow with the Halo particles. This prob-
em does not seem to be mainly caused by the small average pore
ize of the particles (90 Å) that causes a significant hindrance to
iffusion through the mesopore network but possibly also, due to
heir rough and irregular external surface area that could cause
low external mass transfer and/or second interactions with the
alo-C18 particles.

. Conclusion

Our results confirm the excellent performance of the new brand
f columns packed with shell particles, the 2.6 �m Kinetex-C18,
nder gradient elution. For the separation of the peptides in protein
igests (ˇ-lactoglobulin digest), the peak capacity of this column is
imilar to those of the 2.7 �m Halo shell particles and the 1.7 �m
EH totally porous particles at small reduced linear velocity (
 <
) and small intrinsic gradient steepness (G < 1). However, the
inetex column maintains 100% of its performance at increasing
ow velocities of the eluent. It provides peak capacities around
70 within four minutes, for a gradient steepness G � 1 while peak
apacities of only 150 and 125 are generated by the Halo and the
EH columns, respectively.

For the separation of authentic proteins by gradient elution, the
eak capacities of all three columns significantly decrease with

ncreasing the gradient slope at constant gradient steepness. This
bservation is due to the slow mass transfer kinetics of proteins
hrough the porous shell and the porous particles. The performance
f the Kinetex column is slightly better than that of the BEH col-
mn when the peak capacity is derived from the peakwidth of

nsulin but it is comparable when it is derived from the peakwidth
f lyzozyme. This observations show the advantage of using shell

articles to separate large biomolecules, because their intraparti-
le diffusivity is less than a few percent of their bulk diffusivity
nder non-retained conditions. The Kinetex column can provide a
eak capacity of 85 with proteins of molecular mass around 15 kDa
ithin three and a half minutes at a gradient steepness G � 6 while

[

[
[
[
[

r. A 1217 (2010) 1604–1615 1615

the BEH and the Halo columns can only generate peak capacities of
75 and 15, respectively.
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